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Tetter from the editor
Letters from Paul
By Nicholas Weber The evo l ut ion
Concord Editor- in- Chief
hat a miserable year. A divided church; fallout from the Churchwide
of law
Assembly; increased costs; lousy economy; painful staffing changes By Paul Harrington
and program cuts; overburdened staff, faculty and students; com-      Seminary pastor
munication failures; an antagonistic environment; EBT; chapel services that o just how are we doing? To answer this ques-
make wandering in the wilderness a more pleasing thought; program cuts; an tion, I invite you to think about the progress the t
oft-closed cafeteria; deteriorating student housing; cuts to student jobs; rejected human race has made ( or not made) over many
theses; strange synod assignments and internship placements; worries about centuries. In that regard I now share with you a little
CPE; and so on.    piece called the Four Laws of Human Behavior. I hope
What a great year! Friendships forged that will last a long time; being reunited you find it insightful.
with one' s friends; the excitement ofcoming to Luther Seminary; seeing profes- The first is the Law of the Jungle: If you poke out my
sors again; taking good classes; encouraging and being encouraged by others;       eye, I seek" justice" by killing your wife; a horrible way
great chapel services; figuring out how or where God is calling; community to live, though it has been around for a long time.
time; and so on.      Second, the Law of Parity— strange as it may seem,
Whatever else we can say about the year, it has been a bizarre one. It appears this was an improvement over the Law of the Jungle.
that much of the inherited wisdom is correct: Senior year is an exercise in fight-     An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. Nothing more
ing apathy, middlers experience something like sophomore slump, and juniors and nothing less. Gandhi noted that ifwe choose to live
are just trying to get used to this crazy place. So why doesn' t the sem seem easier?      this way, soon the world would end up blind and tooth-
First, it's worth noting Luther's idea that the devil is the doctor of consolation.      less. It was a definite improvement in human behavioral
In other words, we can take comfort when life is miserable: If we weren't doing codes of conduct.
God's work, the devil wouldn't be attacking us. Thus, it shouldn't surprise us Third, there is the Law of Conditional Love: We
that things are hard at a seminary. Second, having one' s beliefs and assumptions should try to love our neighbors as we love ourselves.
challenged every hour is trying. Last, seminary isn't supposed to be comfortable:      This code of conduct was a vast improvement over every-
We grow here, and growth isn't painless. As one of my friends said, " Seminary thing that had gone before, but it has been difficult for
is like a wooden pew: It's good to be there, uncomfortable, and you' re not sup-      humanity to obey. Somehow we seem much more ful-
posed to stay there."       filled when we are killing each other. Nonetheless, the
Nevertheless, I' ve been blessed with many fantastic experiences this year, as bar had been lifted, and the human race began to at least
I'm sure you have, gentle reader. Spending time talking over meals and other try to live more sanely and civilly.
ways of practicing the mutual consolation of the saints have been experiences Fourth, there is the Law of Unconditional Love. Jesus
that I will remember for a long time. Classes with passionate professors that asks us to love not only our neighbor but even our worst
feed the mind and soul give knowledge that will be invaluable in the years to enemy. Martin Luther King Jr. took Jesus at his absolute
come. The mild weather has given opportunities to enjoy God' s creation and word, and it cost him his life. But the world is certainly a
fight cabin fever.   better place because of King's non-violent teachings and
As this is the last letter that I write as editor, I would be remiss if I didn't thank his powerful example to us as a nation.
some of the people who made the Concord possible: Our" publishers," Dean Lull There is hope that one day all nations will come to see
and Interim Dean Kennedy, and all our writers who make the Concordwhat it is the futility ofwar and seek to fulfill the prophecy of Isa-
and provide a bountiful amount of food for thought. Last, and most importantly,      iah that" nations shall beat their swords into plowshares
I thank the rest of the Concord staff, including Joel Smeby( copy editor in 2007-      and their spears into pruning hooks; that nation will
08) and this year's staff:Andy Behrendt, Katie Fick, Jennifer Lathrop and Amber not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn
Sue Marten.' They have made my job easy and, better yet, a joy. of war any more." Utopia?A silly dream? Perhaps. But
May this year— good, bad or awful— provide you with blessings for years to it is a prophecy of the scriptures, and you never want to
come. May God bless you in the coming years wherever He may call you.    count God out of the picture.
yam
COY      
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Academic Answers
Glimpses of things to come
A Q& A with the Academic Dean
For the Concord' s final Q& A of this eventful academic year,
Editor-in- Chief Nicholas Weber sat down with Academic Many students have been curious as to why they haven't been
Dean Rollie Martinson for an interview. able to evaluate their course instructors as thoroughly as they
expected to. What's the current evaluative process for professors,
How have the financial changes here affected the faculty and the and is it going to change?
Academic Dean's office?      First, there is a summative and formative process for professors hav-
The financial changes have affected us very directly in two ways:     ing to do with reappointment, tenure and so forth. It's comprehensive
First, we have not filled the Associate Dean of First Theological and a lot ofwork. So four or five years ago, there was a commitment
Degrees position this year and have functioned without that posi-    to evaluate every class. Students rebelled. They said having to do this
tion. We will be filling it starting July 1. Second, faculty have each at the end of class, all the time, is too much. So we backed off of that.
taken on an extra 0.5 course. They've gone from a teaching load of Handling all that data and doing something with it was difficult. So
4. 5 courses to a teaching load of five courses— a 12 percent increase now we' re working ourselves back, continuing the summative and
in workload. Third, because we have not filled some positions because formative process on a regular basis with faculty.
of retirements, people have been picking up advising responsibilities We have established another time that we evaluate faculty: This
and committees.     year we evaluated all faculty that were teaching first-year students
in the first semester, which was 18 courses. We're feeding that infor-
How has the faculty been doing with the increased workload?       mation back to the faculty members, and we' re asking how we can
Well, they're not pleased, of course,     improve the first-year experience here. Then we now evaluate all
but they've been happy to do it as their online courses. We do that because we' re new at it, and we want to
contribution to shouldering the respon-    learn better how to increase our online instructional process.
sibility that they feel like they have to Finally, we are work-
help us through this difficult financial aingon a comprehensiveOnt of the questions we are asking is,
patch.      assessment process vis- a-
Can we learn more in more concentrated
vis learning outcomes of
What has been the position of periods of time that take up less of students'   where students are across
adjunct instructors?     time and money?"'   the curriculum. Right
One of the purposes of adding the 0. 5 now we' re evaluating all
was not only to cover retirements but also to the final internship evalu-
reduce the number of adjuncts. We have used ation reports. We took all
far fewer adjuncts than in years before— probably in the range of 18 the names off them, and we' re factor-analyzing them to see where
to 20 fewer course units taught by adjuncts.       students are in terms of 12 areas as they come off internship. And
we' re asking, " How are we doing in terms of the curriculum?" So
As we look forward to the schedule change next year, with chapel we' ll build off the finding of that information back into thinking
being moved to 11 a.m., how with that affect classes?  about internship and how we teach during the first two years. Our
First, it will provide flexibility for us to schedule three-hour blocks next goal is to do evaluation of three-year graduates and to do that
or two-hour blocks across the five mornings ... which then allevi-    not just in self-report but also with their congregation— so we can
ates the crowding of courses into Monday, Tuesday and Thursday see how well both the graduate and that congregation see that gradu-
afternoons, where the vast majority of courses are clustered. Second ate doing three years out, in terms of what they've learned here, and
of all, we have restructured the promised course curriculum around reflect on what they've learned here and how that' s contributing to
the heart of the day— if possible— from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Will we what they can do and what they know.
have classes at 8 a.m.? Yes. Will we have classes from 6 to 9 p.m. on Now let's come back to the question, " What's our goal of evalu-
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday?Yes, of course. But the heart of the ation of courses?" I' d say that it's to evaluate them, not just, " How
residential, on- campus experience will be classes, chapel, noon hour did the course go?" but also in terms of student learning— what they
for lunch, time to be in the library, time to be at forums so that a are learning and what we want them to learn in terms of outcomes.
greater number of students will be together in community day-to- day So the question becomes at what sequencing do we do that that
next year. We're also working on strengthening the involvement in gives students and faculty ample time to do this evaluative learn-
chapel— the equality, the expansiveness. There' s a group of people ing process without it imploding for student time, faculty time and
who together with the seminary pastor, the seminary cantor, the administrative time.
administrator and the assistant administrator of chapel are working
on it this spring and into next year.
Things to come to page 4
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Things to come from page 3
Many students are concerned with book loads for classes. One     ( The Association of Theological Schools) is considering cutting the
six-week course had six books. Will there be a standardization required number of courses from 30 to 24, so this is not just being
ofworkload? looked at in terms of cost but also on the basis of how much time
We are going to do two things next year to work at the standardiza-    or how much coursework is demanded or required for a Master of
tion or consistency in terms of the amount of reading, writing for a Divinity degree. Given the new potential of technologically enhanced
one credit class and a 0. 5 class. First, we've got some old records of learning, whether that's done in the classroom face- to- face or in dis-
how this was worked out a long time ago. I'm going to float those tributive learning; given the research that's been done on educational
with faculty, and we're going to then distribute those as some guide-    methodology and pedagogy; given the development of high-impact
lines. Second, I'm going to gather next fall and late in January the learning processes, one of the questions we are asking is," Can we
people who are teaching a particular section of courses— for example,     learn more in more concentrated periods of time that take up less of
first-year classes— gather those faculty, have them bring their syllabi,     students' time and money?"
and we' ll take a look at what their expectations are and just talk One of the things that we've discovered from doing our CYF and
about it. My hope is that, as we do those' two things, that will create our M.Div. distributive learning program is how much more quickly
a conversation among faculty and students, some reference points people learn certain aspects of theology and practice, of doing theol-
and so forth for this to be looked at. ogy in ministry,when they do learning and ministry simultaneously.
A number of people in the distributive model are in ministry half-
In talking with students, we've heard concerns about the three-    time, two- thirds-time or some even almost full-time, and the fear
hour block classes in terms of retention and value of learning was, going in, that their work would not be as strong as residential
once you hit that second or third hour.Will the number of those students. We've discovered that it is and in some cases is even stronger.
classes increase, decrease or stay about the same?      One observation has been that the perspectives that they bring being
First of all, it's our intention to work with faculty so that the peda-    in ministry, in life itself, enables them to be more highly motivated
gogy they use for a particular course might well dictate if they teach in some cases, but also they get after what's at the heart of the matter
the class in one- hour segments or a two-hour segment with a pre-    and from that learn things more quickly and more thoroughly.
cept or a three-hour segment. Our sense is the length of the class One of the questions that we' re looking at is, " Might theological
period in terms ofeffectiveness is related to the pedagogy. There are education be more congregationally based than it is now?" I' ve raised
some pedagogies for which one hour doesn' t work— too short— other these questions in terms of what I've called a" two-plus" model of
pedagogies, that's fine or even too long. So what we're trying to do theological education, being 21 months to 24 months in a residential,
is continue to enrich and expand the teaching and learning capaci-    campus setting where one would enter that experience having one' s
ties of the faculty.With that feeding into the ways they think about background experience, one' s learning and gifts already assessed, and,
teaching their courses, I would think that the three- two- one will on the basis of that, one would not do work that one may already
vary depending on what a faculty person wants to do and how they have done but build on what one already knows.
want to do it. I think the schedule that we've got coming next year
provides more options and greater flexibility in terms of putting those So, for example, not requiring people who have been teachers to
schedules together.   take Education I?
Or if they were to take Education I, they would take a different
As you look forward to next year and the shape of Luther's teach-    Education I that would build on what they already know rather than
ing and curriculum, what excites you?   them having to work at theoretical perspectives and experience that
Many church leaders have observed that theological education has they already have. The same might be true of someone who has a
become too costly and that too much of that expense is being passed degree in individual marriage and family counseling and founda-
on to students so that students are graduating with debt loads that tions ofpastoral care. Are there things they need to learn in terms of
make ministry very difficult. Over half of seminary graduates have pastoral care being different than counseling? Indeed, but huge parts
debts of$40,000 or more from their theological education. This of their learning they' d already bring.
means that they cannot sustain themselves in many calls. One of
the major issues that has to be addressed is the question of the costs Closing thoughts or comments?
of theological education as it presently exists. Second of all, ATS It's been delightful in this position to see how eager students are
to become a part of the construction of the teaching and learning
enterprise. Last year I gathered two groups of students and faculty
that looked at academic excellence, and we learned a great deal from7"his month's carer photo, carfcluo'in fabtlotrs series of
cover imd es by Staff phat€ raphes Amber Sue Mt tett students in regard to their commitment to wanting to be a very active
11 Ore the sleep-Study stylings affirst-year NI.Th. participant in the learning process. The all-community forums came
ttlent Thomas lacksan.       out of that. I'm delighted by the interest by the faculty and students





By Stephanie VOs the show as anything but a wild success. abidingly caring, abundantly supportive!M. Div. middler And we can't forget our brave professors!     Through the plentiful donations, generous
Pop Quiz: This year the men stepped up and took their gifts of time and enthusiastic attendance/
Which is the best March 23 ever?      place for a hair-color makeover. You' d be participation, we all came together to build
A. 1978: Perez Hilton's birth surprised how much reluctance there was relationships and make a difference for




Otis installed the first commer-       
they were asked for their firstborn son, not efforts raised more than$ 3, 500!ti elevator
a couple weeks of green hair. Luckily there Feeling left out? Not to worry—youC. 2010: Luther Seminary's 5th Annual were a few that responded with enthusiasm.     can still make a donation (cash or check)
Variety Show and Auction Rollie Martinson, Fred Gaiser and Skip Sun-    to ELCA Disaster Response by sending
dberg were wonderful, wearing their towel your contribution directly( ELCA DisasterThere have been countless history-mak-    turbans throughout the show, and special Response, 39330 Treasury Center, Chicago,
ing events on March 23 in the last few thanks goes to Gaiser for being the winner IL 60694) or by dropping it off in Student
hundred years, but March 23,' 2010,     and going green.  Services. You can also watch a complete
was a cut above the rest! Who knew that one Preceding all of this amusement and video of the show on the seminary Web
could have that much fun and raise money fantastic folly, there was a tremendously site: www2. luthersem. edu/ auction/ 2010/
for our global neighbors?  successful silent auction. It was exciting to auction_variety_followup.asp.
The Variety Show was crammed with won-    see how many among our community were As the Variety Show coordinator, I' ll sign
derful acts— from the very beginning with creative about sharing what they love and to off by saying a hearty" thank you" for the
Amber Marten's rewrite of" Sweet Caroline"    see how many bid on the lovely donations.     privilege of working on this spirited and
as an ode to Karoline Lewis, to " Whose There were also some beautiful and fun fruitful evening. Remember, it's never too
Call Is It Anyway?" a seminary version of items up for grabs during the live auction early to start planning acts and donations
the popular improvisational comedy show,     sprinkled throughout the show.  for next year! This is a community evening
and of course the ever-popular Fleshpots as This annual festival really illustrates who not to be missed. Thanks to all who made
the house band; it would be hard to describe we are as a community— incredibly creative,     this year such a hit.
Luther alumnus seeks your books
for rural mission in Kenya
By William Obaga
Second- year Ph. D. student involvement, " the health department has
completed the construction of some three
ome members of the current Luther rooms for a community dispensary, and the
student body might remember the education department has initiated a pen im
Rev. Bernard Sande, an international friends project involving 30 young people
student who graduated from Luther two     ( aged 12- 14 from his parish) who may com-
years ago. After his return to Kenya, Ber-    municate with their counterparts around
Il
nard realized that his work as a pastor in the world. A computer technology project
a rural church required more than a good has been introduced to offer computer ser-    Apparently, this is Bernard's primary area
sermon and church building. For his grow-    vices to the community, together with an of interest. He has been able to connect
ing parish in Kesogon village in Kenya, he economic empowerment project, which is with LILAP, which is now in the process of
was moved into creating a comprehensive geared towards sustainable food security."    donating some books towards this library.
program to empower the community in These projects seem to be undertaken mostly In addition, he has requested for the same
diverse ways to aid the work of evangelism,     by the local networks of people where the through the Students Council, and, by this
including health, education and other social church is growing. article, an appeal is made to the entire stu-
programs. He coordinates this work through Bernard reports further that the Global dent community for any theological book
what he calls the Global Horizon Ministries.     Horizon Ministries he oversees " has a donations that may be collected and then
His parish has expanded into neighboring department ofspiritual advancement, which shipped to Kenya.
districts along with the program network runs a flourishing Bible study class." He adds To know more about Bernard's work, you
that has now taken root.  that," for this purpose, the construction of a may visit the Global Horizon Ministries
Bernard reports that, through community reading library kicked off in February 2010."    Web site at www.globalhorizonkenya. org.
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We Learned From Them
Like it was meant to be
By Katie Fick
professors on sabbatical— Dan Simundson, then chair of the Old
M. Div. senior
Testament department. Bockelman recommended Jacobson, who at
t love the students. What a privilege.    that time was still a doctoral student at Union, and in 1982, Jacob-
Really. And I love the Bible. So those son became the first woman in a tenure- track position at Luther and
two things together work really well."      Northwestern seminaries.y.
These are the parting words that Diane Jacob-      Jacobson admits that she did not fit the usual mold of professors at
son, professor of Old Testament, offered the the time, as a woman, a( former) Jew and a layperson. She also had to
Concord on the subject ofher retirement from finish her dissertation, which she did in 1990— a difficult prospect
the seminary. Luther has been a place where in the midst of being a professor and raising a family.
her love of teaching students and her love of But there have been many things that she has enjoyed over her
the Bible came together.     time at Luther. " Watching there be more equal numbers of men
But Jacobson's road to teaching here was somewhat unusual. It and women and how that kind of became much more natural than
started out as a joke she made when she began doctoral work at it was— that was exciting," she says. " Having people who are my
Union Theological Seminary in New York in 1975.       students come back and now be my colleagues— that's an amazing
We were all sitting around the room with new doctoral students,     experience. Also, watching the numbers of master's students grow,
and the dean asked the question,` What are you going to be doing in and our expanding our notion of what leadership is in the church.
10 years?' which is a really stupid question to ask a bunch of doctoral But mainly it's just been teaching. It's been fun."
students because everybody goes around saying, ` I'm going to be Though she is retiring as a professor at Luther, Jacobson will remain
teaching somewhere.' And they got to me, and I was really bored director of the Book of Faith Initiative for the ELCA.
with this, and I said, ` I'm going to be teaching at Luther Seminary       " The Book of Faith director is just an extension of everything I've
in St. Paul, Minnesota.' I was Jewish at the time, I had never set foot already done," she says. " It's just doing it in a different context—
at Luther Seminary, there was no reason to imagine that, but... my instead of a seminary context, doing it in a church-wide context. And
father-in-law had gone here— so it seemed like a good thing to say."     living into this challenge ofhow we acknowledge Scripture is at the
The joke became reality a few years later, after she was baptized,     heart of everything we do as church and how we do that well. That's
became Lutheran and went on a trip to Israel with the Lutheran the challenge I've been playing with for the last couple of years, so
World Federation. One of the women on the trip who attended that's in part what's next. Also what's next is a little more time to go
Luther, Karen Bockelman, stopped in England to see one of her up north to be with my grandchildren— to not be crazy."
In 3 years,  Haggmark made his mark
By Andy Behrendt
M. Div. senior
program will now be suspended due to the he' s pleased with the
illness of its key professor, Charles Amjad-Ali,     GMI' s progress dur-
ne of Luther Seminary's foremost and economic difficulties in the meantime.     ing that time, such as
experts on religions in the East is       " I think it's been a marvelous time of in developing a strate-
heading west.     growth for me in understanding my teaching gic plan that will now
Having served for three years as associate in Islamic Studies and so forth," Haggmark await a new director
professor of Islamic Studies and Christian says." It's been a joy to try to keep the system       " We're looking for
Mission and World Religion, Steven Hagg-    going here and to fill in. I' ve known it was ward togetting back
mark is returning to parish ministry and to always going to be short- term in one sense,     to full staff again so
the region of the United States where he was but it's been a marvelous, marvelous time."     that a lot of our inter-
raised. The California native will rejoin his Haggmark has especially enjoyed the national relations of
wife in Arizona and conclude an academic chance to teach mostly elective courses where the seminary that go through the GMI
period of his career that has centered on students are self-selected and have genuine can be enhanced," he says. " In the mean-
Minnesota but also included time in Indo-    interest in the topics of global religion that time, the GMI, I think, serves a wonderful
nesia, Malaysia, India, and Singapore.   are his passion. He has built good relation-    function here, especially with and among
Haggmark' s time on the Luther faculty,     ships with those students while helping them international students and also particularly
following six years as an adjunct instructor to better understand their identity as Chris-    M.Div. students who have strong interest in
at Luther and visiting professor at Gusta-    tians amid people of other religions.     missions and cross-cultural studies. ... And
vus Adolphus College, allowed for existing Meanwhile, Haggmark since 2008 has it's a great opportunity, I think, to develop
students in the seminary' s Islamic Studies served as director of Luther's Global Mis-    a higher consciousness of the church in the
program to complete their degrees— the sion Institute. Despite economic setbacks,    world."
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A fond farewell to Dr.  Ramsey
By Margaret Obaga
Third-year Ph. D. student making quality time together possible. Inter-     She has taught inter-
estingly, they likely had a similar amount of national students with
r. Janet Ramsey— fondly known time together as in marriages where spouses whom she felt humbled
as " Jan"— is scheduled to retire at are staying together all the time, she says.       to be a teacher, partici-
the end of this academic year. Rec-      Ramsey is happy to retire to her farmhouse pant and learner. Ph.D.
ognized for her excellence, she was the first in Roanoke, Va., where she plans to spend student Lucy Mungai
woman to receive the Pastor George Wien-   quality time with her family, especially her from Kenya says of
man Chair of Pastoral Theology and Ministry.   husband and their five grandchildren ( all Ramsey, " She has a
Ramsey did significant work with narrative but one lives nearby). But she will deeply huge heart for people
and object relation theories, which students miss the Luther community and cherishes that she works with and
and colleagues find invaluable. She retires the" memorable moments in the classroom,   for." Tiatoshi Longkumer, a Ph. D. student
after teaching pastoral care and counseling where something new and exciting was hap-   from Nagaland, India, says, " I have experi-
at Luther Seminary for eight years.      pening in terms of ideas and ways in which enced Dr. Ramsey as a` good- enough mother'
Although leaving seminary life, Ramsey Christian ministry might be built." She in my pastoral-psychological formation."
is not leaving the call to serve church, soci-   fondly recalls Ph.D. seminars and master' s After retiring, Ramsey plans to have speak-
ety and family. She began work at Luther in courses, interactions with teaching colleagues ing engagements on the subject she loves:
February 2002. She says that the cold made and her ministry in congregations. It was in healing and forgiveness. She has secured five
it harder while she was alone; her husband,   these moments of interaction, she says, that already, including one in Norway this sum-
Joe, remained in Virginia to keep their farm ordinary things became extraordinary and mer. Ramsey is also excited to start writing
and care for the rest of the extended family.   the Holy Spirit was present.      fiction, a lifelong desire. But she is emphatic
For nine years Ramsey has been a commut-     A highlight ofher time here is the recently that her first priority in retirement will be
ing spouse, a title she unwillingly took and introduced online pastoral care and counsel-   family.
was determined to relinquish. Luckily, she ing program. It enables laypeople to learn Ramsey will be missed." Kwaheri ya kuon-
was able to be together with her husband and more about the theology of different pastoral ana," the Swahili way of saying," Goodbye to
family every alternate week and on holidays,   care issues, such as aging. see you again, dear Jan!"
Retiring in top form
By Nicholas Weber become a pastor is now: People have families and" have a lot more
M. A. senior
hoops to jump through," with candidacy, extra curriculum require-
ne can easily imagine all the things ments and the like. With all these factors, he notes that the coming
that might make the life of a professor clergy shortage makes sense.
rewarding: academic success, author- Over the years, Hultgren has seen several major changes to the
ship and well-publicized speaking engagements.    seminary. Some of the most exciting, he says, are the growth of the
However, for retiring Asher O. and Carrie Master ofArts programs and the number of students in them; the
Nasby Professor of New Testament Arland Ph.D. program, which was started during Hultgren's time here; and
Hultgren, the relationships that he has built the founding of Word& World, a publication, as he puts it, that gives
with his colleagues and students have been the our alums and others a fantastic resource for continuing education.
highlight of his time here.  The changes to the seminary are not always easy to track or adjust
Hultgren started his academic career as a professor of religious to, and careful planning is essential. The seminary must keep its
studies at Wagner College, in New York, formerly of the LCA and relationship with the church strong, he notes.
now an ELCA institution. He received a surprising invitation to Hultgren looks forward to attending the Augustana Heritage
interview for a position at Luther Seminary and joined the faculty in Gathering at Augustana College in Illinois soon after his retirement,
1977 At first, he says, he sometimes" stubbed his toe" on differences where he will be a plenary speaker. The event will celebrate the 150th
between what he had known and his new environs at Luther— some anniversary of the founding of the Augustana synod. He also looks
here thought the Augustana Synod( in which he grew up) and the forward to building relationships with his seven grandchildren and
LCA were too" bureaucratic" in organization and too" high church"    taking the time to enjoy living life. People wonder why he's retiring,
in worship." I thought," he says," that we were just normal Lutherans."    says Hultgren, when he is in such good health. He says," If the next
But he got used to the different environment.      10 years go as fast as the last 10 ... I want to be there to enjoy them."
Hultgren talked about how consistently fulfilling it has been to For all those whom Hultgren has mentored, his retirement comes
work with students and mentor them in their academic journeys.     as bittersweet: missing his teaching but wishing him all the best in
He reflected on how different and more challenging the process to enjoying life.
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Driven to Learn
A complicated, Joy in the
Iona- distance love journey
By Denise Fossen
By Natalie Kramer M. Div. junior
M. Div. junior
hat have I learned this year? Besides
y relationship with Luther Seminary has been less romantic than I anticipated. the obvious from the classes I took, I
It began nearly 20 years ago, when I was a starry-eyed high school senior Whave learned quite a bit. Seminary is
paging through seminary catalogs. I suppose most love relationships are less a journey, and like the Lenten journey, it is filled
romantic than expected and more starkly realistic. Darn. Dreams about the romance of with apprehension, hesitation, denial and, yes,
seminary life come true were of a time when I would finally understand the heart of God;     even joy. It is hard work( readings, papers and
God and I would be walking together, pinkies clasped, swinging between us. Instead,     tests), with hard-to- understand concepts( What
my first year in seminary has been more like this quote by Dostoevsky in The Brothers really is the Trinity and what does it have to do
Karamazov: " Hesitation, anxiety, the struggle between belief and disbelief—all that is with creation and mission?), with little time to
sometimes such a torment for a conscientious man..."  accomplish and comprehend all that is expected
With the romance shattered, I'm getting used to the long-     of me. It is new friendships and a deeper relation-
distance part. Since I' m from Green Bay and make the ship with God. It is getting it all( miraculously)
four-hour trek weekly, I can tell you every finest restroom done on time. It is trying new things at seminary
stop along Wisconsin Highway 29, with and my teaching congregation. It is receiving
cleanliness ratings. While the last hour grace from professors, congregations, friends
Taking the yoke means or so is like driving on a go- cart track and family. It is worshipping in different styles
to become the pupil of a for the gazillionth time, I try to utilize within a Lutheran liturgy and singing with a
certain teacher, and I have the first three hours wisely. Some of new choir. It is hearing God' s word preached by
to wonder at times if this my sharpest thinking for sermons or professors, pastors, students and visiting lecturers
teacher is, well, Jesus?"   wrestling time with God occurs in this and in class. It is reading the Bible with addi-
drive time. With two children at home,     tional insight through the Hebrew and Greek
ages 9 and 6, I live between two worlds,     languages. It is learning about global mission
yet something is surely driving me for-     near and far. It is rejoicing in reading days to get
ward— something beyond myself. Thus, I recommit to this long-distance relationship,     the papers done that are always due when we get
while my children pray for mommy to give a good" report" in preaching lab.  back to class. It is trusting God to provide what
I've discovered one of the most important aspects of a love relationship is the desire to I need when I need it. It is taking new roads
be known. I'm impressed with this aspect of my relationship with Luther Sem. It's been and highways, finding who has the best coffee
my experience that professors actually make an effort to call students by name. Thank in which building, finding where the available
you! One unique aspect about my relationship with Luther is that we began dating printer is, finding the quietest nook and the best
online and continued for the entire first semester. While I was skeptical of those" online parking space for that day's schedule.
relationships," I found that more of myselfwas made known online. My thoughts about It's not just me who has learned new things.
online education turned to, " Wow, I really have to articulate what I' m thinking clearly My family has learned to respect my need for
in writing and put it out there for real people to respond to." I discovered that posting quiet so I can read or write. My husband has
was close to sermon writing, even. Just like a first kiss, I suppose, the posting of thoughts supported and worshipped with me at my teach-
that had truly welled up from within came as a surprise. ing congregation. We have learned to live with
As our relationship progresses, I find myself asking," But are we equally yoked?" When schedules that change daily and to find time to
things start to get serious, one must entertain this question. Well, I grew up in the be together. My family listens as I share new
ELCA— one would assume so; however, I' ve noticed that in certain classes, not everyone insights or knowledge. We are learning together
is willing to put on the heavy yoke that Jesus commands:" Take My yoke upon you, and how to travel this seminary journey. In other
learn from Me ..." ( Matthew 11: 29). Taking the yoke means to become the pupil of a words, everything is new.
certain teacher, and I have to wonder at times if this teacher is, well, Jesus? In order for us New is scary, new is exciting, new can be joy-
to work efficiently together, we need to be yoked, which will be a heavy burden, but Christ ful. I love this journey to become a pastor that
assures us that we will find " rest for our souls." To be honest, I expected the dwindling God has called me to. I could not travel this road
romance, but the resistance to be yoked concerns me at, well, a Christian seminary.  without the prayers, listening hearts and sup-
Soon it will be time to test the relationship with a break-up internship year. A lot can port of fellow students, professors, staff, friends
be learned in this liminal space. My children and my car will get a rest, and I' ll begin and family. Through them I have learned to" let
a new relationship with a congregation of people who will be wondering what on earth go and let God." It's like the refrain from The
I' ve learned in seminary. May my relationship with Luther Seminary point them to their Mary Tyler Moore Show:" You're gonna make it
own romance in Christ Jesus. That's the test of any true relationship anyhow. after all!"
8 Concord
Continued Growth
Learning again for the first time
By Sarah Henrich
Professor of New Testament enormously. It is a great, great gift to have a life like mine, and I am
hat have I learned this year?    deeply grateful for it. The learning for me is that this very life, this
For someone like me, who has" learn" right at the top external office or structure or call summons me into painful realities
of the StrengthsFinder list, this question gets to the heart as well. I have learned that to ignore the fullness of the call while
ofmy understanding ofmyself and my call from God. With Romans trying to insist on its blessings is a recipe for the sin of acedia, for
12: 1- 3 as a kind of synopsis of the Gospel' s " so what?" I connect despair. There is nothing trivial about this learning, and there is noth-
learning and transformation and the work of the Spirit within me ing natural about this aspect of call. It is natural to protect ourselves
and among us. The question is both engaging and important. I write and turn away from pain. But call into the Body of Christ, for the
this piece with the greatest humility, knowing that many of you will up- building of that body, is the gift of the Spirit. To reject one's call-
be amused at best, dismayed at worst by my being more like Cleopas ing in the body while trying to claim it elsewhere does not compute.
and his companion than you— or I— would wish. You remember I actually read my Bible. I" know" this. But this year, I have learned
how Jesus named the two of them in Luke 24:25? " O foolish and it differently and, again, I am grateful.
slow ofheart..."       The third major learning for me this year has been coming to
I must admit that I've learned a lot this year, dear friends. A lot.     better understand how systems work. I have a quicker awareness
Most of what I' ve" learned" has been more like gaining conviction of the power of anxiety, a less facile estimate of the rigorous work
about matters affirmed but only dimly grasped.   of resisting anxiety. I have learned from colleagues— staff, students
For instance, ever since I have come to Luther there has been a and faculty persons— the power of connecting. There is power in
waxing and waning conversation about congregations as communi-    being oneself among and with and for other selves. I confess this to
ties of moral deliberation. Such a community seemed like an apt,     be power that is more than the sum of an oddly assorted bunch of
biblical concept for congregations and even for seminaries or larger parts. The power of connecting is a gift given to us again and again
church bodies. I observed occasional attempts to live into that reality in taking up a calling, in turning away from despair.
and even participated in conversations that struggled to be( and it will Thanks to you all, my list is so much longer than this. There's
always be a struggle) moral deliberation. This year I have experienced simply not room enough in the Concord to get it all down. I hope
such a community. Limited, halting and uncertain as our deliberat-    you' ll think about your own learning, too, from the most basic rec-
ing has been, it has nonetheless been real. This year I have learned ognition of the Greek alphabet( the better to read Romans 12: 1- 3) to
that a community of moral deliberation is a gift from God and can understanding the complexities in Reading the Audiences to figuring
even do the transforming work of God among us. out why someone was mean to you at lunch. Learn. Connect. Give
This is a huge learning that will continue to shape not only my thanks. Amen.
convictions but also my enthusiasm and commitment going forward.
When people of God sit together and speak their minds and hearts,
seeking the common good, all kinds of things can happen: The Back for one last dose of sycophancy ...
understanding of common good can grow richer, more profound;
folks can move from self-righteousness to repentance, from rage to
yearning for shalom. As I" knew" but have learned again for the first
time, such transformation requires time, trust, honesty, the abil- Ask Boso.,
ity to listen, strength to hang together— all these gifts. As I " knew"
but have learned again, such transformative conversation requires Real theological answers from
more gifts than I alone can bring and more love than I alone can Anselm's famous foil
summon.
I have also learned something new about a" calling." It really is Why is Gary
both external and internal. Duh... no, really. And profoundly. The
external quality of a call is not only that people need and/ or allow Wilkerson still a
you to take up an office or engage with them about discernment of
visiting professor.?
God's will. The external quality of a call is compelling, powerful
and sometimes more like taking up a cross than persuading people For nothing else,
that they really do want to call/ hire/employ you. Part of the external but that, in Word and
quality of a call is the need one sees, the difficulties and griefs that are
hard to name. I have learned that external stuff, a position, perhaps,   in life, he invariably
or tenure, creates the ver ll.ycamaintained truth
Whom shall I send?"" Here I am, Lord, send me." In those words
I had not really thought much about the" here." I had come to appre-      and justice.
ciate being at Luther, my work, my call in theological education
Luther Seminary 9
Called and Sent
esus,   inside and out
By Clifton Hanson
M.Div. senior do is roughly this: First, locate yourself—your true and actualized
0
ne of my favorite movie lines is from the 1994 film Forrest self—through a process of self-discovery. You might try lighting a
Gump. Forrest was spending New Year's Eve in New York candle or two to help things along. Second, attempt to distinguish
City with his friend, Lieutenant Dan, and at one point in the between the rumblings of your bowels and the rumblings of the Spirit
night, Lieutenant Dan asked Forrest," Have you found Jesus yet?" To within you. Third, use those rumblings of the Spirit to make theologi-
which Forrest responded, in complete earnestness, " I didn't know I cal meaning, building your own understanding of things. Scripture
was supposed to be lookin' for him."       will serve as a guide, but it shouldn' t fetter you. Through all this, you I
I grew up Lutheran and, like a few should be able to discern what it is that God in Jesus Christ is doing
other Lutherans, I left Lutheranism in you and the world around you. Long story short, you should be
behind seeking the greener pastures of finding Jesus.
American Evangelicalism. EventuallyI find myself near the
I went to Crown College and started T111S Irrord l riot found through Self end of this, quite uncom-
work on a degree in biblical and theo-' disCOUery; it finds sinners like me and you."     fortable with the whole
logical studies. Nothing turns a person line of questioning. Does
back into a Lutheran faster than theological this mean that I' ve learned
study at a school with roots in the holiness movement! (Even so, I am nothing in my time at seminary?Well, no, of course not. I've been
thankful for my time at Crown; the professors there gave me a great challenged to think more deeply. I've learned to identify things that
gift through their insistence that I learn the content of the Bible.)     I could not have identified without this education( I couldn't have
After about a year, the claim that I needed to search for and choose written this article four years ago). I' ve read a few good books and a
God began sounding strange to me, and I started to feel a little like few mediocre books that still had some good things to say. I' ve heard
Forrest Gump when Lieutenant Dan asked him, " Have you found some good lectures, and I've even been preached to a few times.
Jesus yet?" It's a feeling of discomfort special to Lutherans. And as uncomfortable as it has been, I've also experienced some-
Oddly, I feel that way here, too. The question is phrased differ-    thing like the self-discovery that we're so strongly urged toward. I' ve
ently, but the idea is much the same. The candidacy process, classes,     learned about this particular sinner for whom Christ died, about his
classmates— everywhere I hear the question: Have you found Jesus particular sins and how others need protection from these sins. I've
yet?And it's just as bewildering as before.  realized that it means something that Christ died for me, in my par-
It took me awhile to notice, but most of candidacy is built around ticular sinfulness, and not just for all. He bears the sins of the world
self-actualization language; we're constantly asked about our call but also my own sins, which is a more significant matter( especially
stories, whether we feel called to do this or go there, what we think if you're me). I' ve learned that my call is really not about me or my
God is" up to" in us, how we perceive the Spirit's movement in one gifts at all, but rather it is about a word that must be preached— a
place or another. All this is supposed to help form us into strong word that relates this crucified Christ to particular sinners. This word
church leaders and ensure that we get the" right call."     is not found through self-discovery; it finds sinners like me and you.
Some ofour classes ask similar questions in the hope that we begin So even through an education that asked me at every turn to discover
to think theologically. Now remember, I still hear these questions my insides, I learned what it means to preach the word of Christ that
like some befuddled Gump, listening with the open-mouthed dumb comes from outside. What better lesson could I have learned?
look of one who has no clue. As far as I can tell, what we' re asked to
Ire IZ41-e








Don' t tell my candidacy committee'
Naming fears at seminary
By Stephanie Vos
M. Div. middler ready to be a pastor, then
why spend four years in a
RIecently in my middler preaching class,     place like this? We would
had the opportunity to preach on just pat each others' backs
John 4, and I was captured by the and waste our time. If,how- 
Samaritan woman's questions. This woman ever, I enter seminary open
y
pushed and poked and prodded— asking to having my faith torn up
Jesus to explain further, making bold pro-    and put back together with e TX
fessions without being completely certain the loving hands of a com-
IR
who Jesus was.     munity who themselves are W
And I couldn't help but think: Is seminary in similar, if not identical,    YE
a place like that? Is it a" safe space" to ques-    throes, my time here may
tion and wonder and experiment? Are we be worthwhile.,
allowed to make statements of faith based       " Don' t tell my candidacy
on where we are now, what we think now,     committee ..." " You can't z A
E MI
knowing that those statements can, and do/ say that in a parish!" A
most likely will, change? Recently at the concession needs to be made
community forum on chapel, a student here— there is a level of self-   
Y    '
mentioned that preaching in chapel is dan-    censorship that is necessary e
gerous. The same has been said of writing as a pastor, the same as with
for the Concord.    any other public leader. I,in
I think we as students often feel pressured not going to walk into my
to have the" right answer" or think the" cor-    internship site and reach
rect" things. I know I find myself clamming about how I don' t really
up in class, worried about being judged: If believe in prayer." Good morning folks! I' m this place? What if we recognize the ques-
I say that the beauty of nature inspires and here to tell you that God is not a vending tions and allow individuals to step out, like
increases faith, am I a pantheist? If I think machine, and therefore I don't know what to the woman did, without being absolutely
that the Peace do with prayer." I may engage my supervisor resolved to one point or another?
Corps is a form in private, but the role of leader is not to be This may all be a wonderful idea, but how
of ministry—of taken lightly, and I completely respect that.     can we make this happen? Being a practi-
people going Isys alperson, almost to a fault, I find myself
out of their asking, " What are you going to do aboutWe are hers to push and challenge and
way to be good it?" Honestly, I think naming it publicly is a
neighbors and
learn and grow. If I came here 100 percent good first step, but I' ll admit it's hard to fix.
love the poor—  ready to be a pastor, then why spend four I hope that my vulnerability even by writ-
am I a Unitarian?    years in a place like this?"      ing this piece can be a gateway to further
She's been in Berkeley conversations— I have no pretense that this
too long," they' ll say.   humble essay can change the campus, but
These are only small examples, but ifwe In the same breath, however, let me may it be one articulation of a common sen-
feel timid about floating these hypotheses,     remind you that seminary is not the parish!     timent. Ultimately, it's up to each of us to
to whom do we turn when we face larger If we can't investigate and push back here,     reveal our messiness and questions and to
struggles? Can I speak up in class about my where can we? Like the woman in John 4,     support those who are willing to be vulner-
spiritual tumult?For example: Right now I we need a place to question and test ideas. I able, be it in class, chapel or another public
don't really believe that intercessory prayer hesitate to say that we need a" place to fail"    forum on campus.
does anything—where can I raise that? I can because that implies that there is a " right I must, and do, believe in the love and
and do) ask mentors and trusted friends, but answer" we will all presumably reach. If that acceptance of this seminary community. As
it seems like our seminary is exactly the place is so, every moment of seminary becomes a such a place, we need to affirm the wrecks
where, as a community, we wade through test of orthodoxy, and we should be timid to that we are in hopes of getting a few more
the messiness of faith formation. speak up in class, in chapel, in the Concord.     ducks in a row before we' re thrown over-
We are here to push and challenge and What if, instead, we embrace and support board into the wide world of the parish and
learn and grow. If I came here 100 percent the diversity of faith journeys happening in beyond. May we be so brave as to be messy.
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Learning What' s Necessary
Ordination :   Who needs it?
By Aaron Hoffman
M. Div. senior that we believe that clergy are a special caste,     that ordination should never happen— what
hen I arrived at Luther Seminary functionally this is what most of us believe.     I'm saying is that ordination does not deter-
in September 2007, life looked a We are quick to affirm that everyone can mine call. In a similar vein, St. Paul writes,
lot different than it does today become a pastor( male, female, black, white,     ... If the ear should say, ` Because I am not
in April 2010. What has changed? I feel heterosexual, homosexual), but we are less an eye, I do not belong to the body,' it would
less of a need to become an ordained min-    quick to affirm that everyone can baptize a not for that reason cease to be part of the
ister. This may sound odd, but my time at new convert or preach on a Sunday morning body ... But in fact God has arranged the
seminary has led me to feel less of a call to or celebrate communion. What I'm talking parts in the body, every one of them, just as
ordained ministry. When I began seminary,     about is a functional sacerdotalism( the belief he wanted them to be"( 1 Corinthians 12: 16,
I was fresh from a year living and working that a special set-apart group must intercede 18). It is God who arranges each of us in
in northern Tanzania. I had been serving as on behalf of the people) that still reigns in the church and gifts us to serve one another
an intern at an Anglican church and taught much of the church today. and the world. Are we more concerned with
at a local secondary school. My desire to be I still feel called to pastoral ministry, but being honored by others or being honored
ordained as a priest in the Episcopal Church I no longer see this ministry as synonymous by God? Each of us must follow our own
was high. Now, things are different. It is not with the role of ordained " priest" or" pas-    conscience. As St. Paul says," Am I now try-
because I value service in the church less or tor." I am still working to reconcile my new ing to win the approval of men, or of God?
feel less drawn to the work— it is because perspective with the ecclesial environment Or am I trying to please people? If I were
my vision of the church has changed. I no in which I find myself. What I find crucial still trying to please people, I would not be
longer feel the need to be ordained in order is the distinction between the" institutions"    a servant of Christ" (Galatians 1: 10).
to follow God' s call toward ministry.    and the" people." Institutions are like build-       What I have learned at Luther Seminary
Being Episcopalian, I live in a church ings— they can be beautiful works of art, but has been, ironically, that ordination is not
environment that values proper order and they often need a lot of repair and main-    needed— faithfulness to God's call is. We
the special call of ordained ministers. Simi-    tenance to keep them from crumbling. We have a tendency to fixate on ordination and
lar to the Lutheran church, Episcopalians want to leave an impression for generations fall into the trap of" pleasing people" rather
tend to see pastoral ministry as confined to to come, and so we construct grand cathe-    than focusing on" pleasing God." Whether
the clergy. It is the job of clergy to preach drals— but will God have so much concern we are ordained or lay ministers, we will
the gospel, minister to the sick, care for about our architectural legacy as about the always be faced with this choice: Whose
the lonely, lead worship and celebrate the legacy ofour socialpresence?       approval are we seeking? At the Judgment,
sacraments. But I have, ironically, recon-      Jesus' authority to preach was questioned Christ will not ask us for our clergy creden-
nected with my Pentecostal and Jewish largely because of his lack of" ordination."    tials; he will ask us ifwe were faithful to his
roots while at Luther Seminary, and I no He received his" anointing" from God, not call: " Were you faithful to me, my child?"
longer see clergy as a special" caste" within from a council of rabbis or from the priests Our education and ordination are not a part
the church. While very few of us would say in Jerusalem. The point I am making is not of that final exam.
Finding joy
By Karen Treat ing Well at Luther." I have a survey to prove I am still unknown to
Luther Seminary parish nurse many. And that's OK. It is normal. Sadly, it just means there are some
Then you will understand what is right andjust andfair—every good who are missing out on opportunities of wellness during their years at
path. For wisdom will enteryour heart, and knowledge will be pleasant seminary. I will try to get the message out earlier next year.
to your soul.— Proverbs 2: 9-10 What I wanted for this year?
oming to seminary, we feel Called. We have felt the Spirit As a nurse, I wanted everyone to know and live a life that gave them
move within us, and we desire to do God' s will. We are ener-   joy. To me, joy comes in eating what nourishes our bodies but tastes
gized with the idea of learning about God and surrounding really good. Joy is in the touch of someone we cherish. Joy is getting
ourselves with fellow students. Slowly, over time, academics fill our a really good deal on a new pair of much-needed shoes. Joy is in the
heads and eventually our hearts. We find less time for family, less time high of a good aerobic exercise. Joy is in a really good book. Joy is
for exercise and less time for God. Even our diets go to the wayside.   being able to cry with someone who doesn' t try to stop you in your
It is not true for everyone, but it is true for some. tears. Joy is in singing with a community of believers. And joy is in
Every year I hope I get better at what I do as a parish nurse at the whisper of God reminding we are loved. What I wanted everyone
Luther. I am not sure it happens. By the end of the year, many still to know is, if you are missing out on joy, there is a parish nurse to help





M. Div. intern the elephant under wraps? For our own pride, status, standing?When
ve learned that the church, the local church— the physical entity we fight, are we looking for the appropriate fight, or are we looking
of familiarity, comfort and friendship— is profoundly integral to for the one that will hurt the most? Or the least?
the health and well-being of those who look to it as not necessar-       Whatever we are doing in the fight, and however we understand
ily a beacon but as the center of their existence. I' ve learned that strife it, we inevitably hurt others and ourselves. For the thing we have
within that institution can affect the emotional health of its mem-    not learned to do is disagree and discuss. We know how to fight and
bers in an incredibly profound way. And win. Disagreeing and discussing is hard; it keeps us vulnerable. The
that strife, conflict and disagreement can fight, however, keeps us insulated, protected and distant. The fight
take on a life of its own, crowding out keeps our lives full. By keeping our lives full, are we trying to cre-
any opportunity to stay focused on the ate distance from the stench? If I make
mission ofspreading the message ofJesus you enough of a villain, or enough of the
Christ, or even just loving one another.    When Uleght, are we looking other, can you be the only one to own
I' ve watched and experienced how for the appropriate fight, or are the rotten carnage? Can it then be just
these conflicts can further distance the we looking for the one that will your fault?
church( local or larger) from our communities.   hurt the most? Or the least?"     And if it is just your fault, I can do
Who wants to be part of something that speaks whatever I need to do, right? I can work
promises ofhealing and wholeness, community to kill your spirit by ignoring you, pre-
and love and instead delivers division and hos-   tending you don' t exist? I can destroy
tility,anger and bitterness? Division is destructive. It leaves a trail of your reputation by speaking badly of you? I can create a larger and
smelly, rotten carnage. And the stench permeates everything, leaving larger gap until the space between us becomes a chasm.
nothing unblemished or untainted. Division can cause the divided And all the while, people hurt, and people cry. We yearn for a
to be known by everything they are fighting against.      community without strife, yet we can get ourselves so far into the
What I find most fascinating, though not a new revelation, is that strife that the only resolution seems to be separation and even sever-
the fight is almost never about the fight we see and hear. The fight ance. And inevitably the church family gets a divorce. This happens
takes on a life of its own, and that life holds onto the fight in a seem-    over and over again; we might even call it " human nature." But it
ing effort to protect itself. But getting to the real answer is the hardest hurts— it even maims— and there is inevitably a long reminiscence
work ofall. Are we really fighting to hide a deep, dark secret? To keep of a stench.
Grace along the way
By Jill Davis ships I form with the members of my church ultimately shape the
M. Div. intern
ministry we are able to engage in together. There is so much to be said
ecause I have two young girls at home I chose to navigate my for the value of listening to and caring about the people— discerning
way to an M.Div. degree a bit off course. Wanting to be at their passions and understanding how they see themselves as part of
home with them as much as possible while they were little,     God' s mission to save and bless the world.
I took classes part time and studied after they were tucked in bed Along the way there have been a couple bumps in the road in the
each night. This year they are both in school, and I can focus on my life of our congregation. The first came after the Churchwide Assem-
internship knowing they are safe and happy. When all is said and bly in August and" the vote." As a result, a couple families left, but
done and I have my diploma in hand, the journey through seminary for the majority of our members the importance of staying" because
will total six years— an extended trip, but also one that gave me the we' re a family" has been the critical piece. We want to work through
space to meet the demands of being a mother and student without this together, and that has been a great model to witness for handling
totally losing my marbles along the way.   tension in the church. How do we live in the tension?
I am spending my internship year in ministry with the people of One of the families that chose to leave Oak Grove gave signifi-
Oak Grove Lutheran Church in Richfield. It is a site that I admittedly cantly in the life of the church, and their departure left a hole in the
didn't interview with or list as a choice on my forms, but thankfully I budget. Many others stepped up by increasing their giving, but a task
was placed there anyway. From the moment I arrived, this congrega-    force needed to be formed to make the tough decisions to balance
tion has shown me nothing but love, support and grace. They model the budget. Along the way staff hours have been reduced, so we are
it every Sunday, not only to me but to each other as well. It has been all learning how to be in ministry during this transition. As long as
much easier to reach out to them and be courageous enough to take we continue to communicate openly and honestly we will find a way
risks because of the grace available in this place.   through this, as well; after all, it seems God works on our hearts best




What is there left to do as the academic year winds down but read lists put together for the Concord for
your edification? Learn! Laugh! Love! Get thrown out of a library!
Eric Barreto Paul Chung
Assistant professor of New Testament Associate professor of Mission and World
If you have missed the recent renaissance in
Christianity
µ television, summer reruns and Netflix account Recommended reading from
my provide the perfect opportunity to catch up on
bookshelf: some masterpieces. The following are four of
my recent favorites and one showI will be watching Tao Te Ching by Lao Tin(The
Rich-this
summer.  and Wilhelm
Edition)Finding Darwin' s God.•A
Scientists 1.   Six Feet Under—This show is not for the faintof heart. DealingSearch for Common Ground Between Godand Evolution
by regularly withthe intertwining forcesof sexuality and death,       Kenneth R.
Miller the show isbeautifully written and
acted.Dietrich Bonhoeffer: A Spoke in the Wheel by Renate
Wind 2.  Battlestar Galactica— A sci-fi reboot, BSG combines
theological nd mythological themes with action and drama. At root, BSG The Politics ofRich and Poor: Wealth andthe American
Elec-asks fundamental question: How do we grapple with the real-    torate in theReagan Aftermath by Kevin
Phillips ity that we are both creative and created?     Silence by Shusaku
Endo 3.  Lost—he last issue of the Concord included several articles Ethics and Infinity:Conversations with Philippe Nemo
by highlighting the theological resonances of this show.With the Emmanuel
Levinas series finale airing this spring, you can catch up and not have
toProperty far People,Not for Profit:Alternatives to
the wait through the agonizing months between seasons.       Global Tyrannyof Capital by Ulrich Duchrow&Franz
J. 4.  Friday Night Lights—Featuring incredibly realistic family
Hinkelammert relationships, FNL has been under threatofcancellation
since The Protestant Ethic and the Spiritof Capitalism by
Max season 1.However,passionate fans and critical praise have
kept
Weber it going. The show appears to focus on the football culture
of Texas but digs deeply into questions of race,politics, family, The Social Construction ofReality: A Treatise in the
Sociology fidelity and faith.       of Knowledge by Peter L.Berger and Thomas
Luckmann 5.   The Wire—Repeatedly acclaimed by critics,The Wire has been ANew Religious America: How a "Christian Country"
Has in my queue for some time.This summerIwill finally be watch-   Become the Worlds Most Religiously Diverse Nation
by ing it.No spoilers, please.      Diana L.
Eck Nicholas Weberit whenI was there in 2007. 4.  Getting to know Olympic
National M. A. senior 8.  Hiking up Granite Mountain.
The Park. I've been around
Washington hike is scenic—don't look south( just for a long time, so it's time to
spend Top Ten Outdoor Activities that I'm look- pretend the roar from I-90 is
the time in the
Olympics. ing forward to this summer:    ocean)—and culminates witha great 3.  Exploring the North
Cascades view.       National Park. I'll get lost in
the 10. Hiking up Mount Si,located outside 7 Climbing at Exit 38 (named, appro-     beautiful backcountry there(
figura-of North Bend, Wash.Mount Si
is priately, for Exit 38 off 1- 90),
a tively,of
course).a standard destination and fun
hike,    fantastic sport climbing area. 2.  Climbing Mount Rainier.
Though especiallyif you do the scramble up I've gone around Mount Rainier, I'
ve the haystack formation to the summit.     6.  Trad(Traditional) climbing in
Leav-    never climbed
it. 9.   Hiking up Mailbox Peak, gem
in enworth,
Wash. the 1-90 corridor. It' sa
punishing 5.  Hiking the Enchantment Lakes.
The 1.  Go on the National Outdoor
Leader- hike,but ends with a nice view and...  Enchantments are so popular
that ship School' s trip to the
Waddington mailbox.In addition to the summit there' sa lottery for camping permits.    Range. I'llbe learning all the
stan-registry(where you sign your
name),    I haven't entered, so I'll try the
entire Bard skills:snow travel,
traversing there were several Dr.Seuss books in 25-mile hike in one




Andy Behrendt Katie Fick
M. Div. senior M. Div. senior
Words to know and use more often Movies my husband, Norbert, Netflix' d during the past year that I refused to watch:
this summer:
The Box Shooter Whiteout
Belligerent
The Evil Dead    •  The Eye Rambo
Cacophony The Unborn       •  Terminator: Salvation
Gimcrack
Watchmen Transformers: Revenge ofthe Fallen
Bedraggled
Quarantine       •  Underworld: Rise ofthe Lycans
Burgle




Eschatological Amber Sue Marten
Scatological M. Div. senior
Infralapsarian Top Ten Summer To- Do List( In order of importance)
Pantaloons
10. Pretend to be excited when Grandma gives me potholders at my bridal shower
Eyjafjallaj6kull 9.  Stand up in a Christian/ Hindu wedding
Pseudepigrapha 8.  Photograph 12 weddings( one in Chicago, another in Long Beach, Calif.)
Sphygmomanometer 7.  See a counselor to help me with my bridezilla tendencies
Feldspar 6.  Finish all the mind-numbing Martha Stewart projects I've started
Jocular 5.  Take my nieces to the outdoor pool
Effusive 4.  Skip across the stage at Central Lutheran
Nougat 3.  Plan the most amazing honeymoon in the world
Ridonkulous 2.  Marry Kevin!!
Jesus 1.  Lose 10 pounds so I don' t look like a sausage while doing so
Jennifer Lathrop 3.   To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee: Really?I read this book
M. A. senior in high school, and it is one of my all-time favorites. It is told
from the point of view of young Scout as she lives in the ten-
In honor of the American Library Association's list of the top 10 cion that comes in a segregated, racist Southern community as
challenged books, these are books I' ll be adding to my reading list this her father defends a black man accused of a terrible crime. It
summer. You can follow my reading journey at my own silly little blog has been challenged because of offensive language and— yes,
at www.lathropworld.com/ covertocover.
really— racism (of course it is! Read this book!).
1.   ttyl( Talk to You Later— Internet Girls) by Lauren Myracle: 4.   The Earth, My Butt, and Other Big, Round Things by Carolyn
The entire book( and series) is written as a series of instant Mackler: Another book for teens following a 15- year-old girl
messages in text-speak. The story follows three high school dealing with first dates( and first base), body image, date rape
sophomores, and best friends, and all the baggage that comes and self-mutilation. You know, those things many teens today
with that age. This book has been challenged because of have to face. This book has been challenged because it's sexu-
nudity and sexually explicit and offensive language among ally explicit and contains offensive language.
other reasons.  
5.   The Chocolate War by Robert Cormier: This book was origi-
2.   The Perks ofBeinga WalNower by Stephen Chbosky: Charlie is nally written in 1974 and somehow I missed it. Student Jerry
a teenager writing letters to an unknown recipient. He writes Renault does the unthinkable: He refuses to sell chocolate as a
about those things that go on in a teenager's life, including the school fundraiser. This splits the school— some students think
recent suicide ofhis best friend. This book has been challenged Jerry is a hero; others use him as a scapegoat for their own
because of homosexuality, its religious viewpoint and its" anti- agenda. It has been challenged due to nudity as well as sexu-




The time beyond seminary
By Katie FickBy K
senior
Malcolm Gladwell' s book on success, Out-    side of schoolwork, that I think alter myM.  
Tiers, to Richard Louv' s Last Child in the perspective in ways that affect who I am,
y father once joked to me ( at Woods, about the relationship between chil-    and subsequently, my vocation. For exam-
least I think he was joking) that dren and nature. I' m longing to buy Nell ple, I read Dave Cullen's book, Columbine,
I could be a professional student.     Irvin Painter' s A History of White People;     about the two high school boys in 1999 who
He did not mean, he explained, that I was Stalking Mary, a local Minnesota crime murdered 12 students and a teacher and
someone who wanted to just keep going to book by Eileen Bridgeman Biernat; and injured 21 others before killing themselves.
school so I could avoid the reality ofgetting P.J. Tracy's new novel, Shoot to Thrill, but I I learned that almost everything I thought
a job in" the real world" but rather that he always make myselfwait until I' ve read most was true about that shooting wasn't. This
knew I love to learn. He knew I took classes everything else and have scoured the library was not two bullied kids taking revenge on
in college that had nothing to do with my for such books before I purchase. And, of jocks— this was a sociopath and a depressed
music degree, like art history and archeol-    course, I've been pouring over extra course kid planning a terrorist attack. Their plan
ogy and constitutional law. And of course,     books on rural ministry or the book ofActs,    was to blow up the school, pick off people
religion classes.    so non- seminary books aren' t exactly get-    with guns as they ran out and then blow up
Seminary has been both a wonderful the parking lots with the rescue crews later.
experience and one that has not been easy.     
i There were many stories from Columbine
read that turn out to be false,that were sOnce I and many others decided I should p
learn to be a pastor, it meant specialized and true stories that should have been told
study— which I was excited about because I that never caught people's attention.
love studying God! I enjoyed delving deeply This book made me consider how quick we
into the Bible, thinking hard about welcom-   are, when we hear a story, to try and make
ing children in worship, hammering out a sense of it, to try and make it fit with what
sermon even if I would rather hide behind we know, regardless of what may turn out
the pulpit than deliver it or talkingaboutF to be true. We do this more often than we
what it means to enter into relationship with consider— rush to fill in blanks before facts
those who are grieving. It has, for the most and craft powerful narratives that are hard
part, been good stuff.  to penetrate. We are going to be going out
What has been difficult is feeling like I' ve into congregations that have crafted power-
lost some ofmy well-roundedness. Between ful narratives about themselves, stories that
seminary, work and family life, there is not a make sense to them. And we, as leaders, are
lot of time for extra study. So much ofwhat going to have to honor these stories but also
we do in seminary is fascinating in itself, and go in and fill in the blanks, figure out what
I feel often that I have not had time to do ting attention. I suppose, like anything else and who is being left out, discern truth and
justice to projects before I hand them in to in life, how one fills time comes down to name it.
be evaluated— let alone chase projects of my choices.       This awareness has become more fully
own choosing. Add to that the candidacy There are countless things I do, of course,     formed as I talk with colleagues in my rural
process, where now I am reading congrega-    that to the naked eye would not seem to be ministry class. For example, a congregation
tional profiles and going to meetings and all that efficacious, from watching Glee( new may call itself a family. A powerful descrip-
interviews and discerning the future, and episodes just started— yay!) to playing golf tor, a powerful narrative about who they are.
there is precious little time to eat, drink, and quite poorly. My encyclopedic knowledge But who is family?Are the people who live
sleep, much less pursue other passions.  of the first 10 seasons of The Simpsons does in town but don't attend church" family"?
I have played the piano since I was 4 but not appear to come in handy very much How do you get to be a member? What is
have not learned a new song all year. I' m and doesn't seem like the kind of thing that really true about that definition?
trying to learn to play the guitar but strug-    would build character or help out with min-       I have loved seminary, I have loved my
gle to find the time to practice daily. I have istry. I once tried to convince a friend that professors and my colleagues and friends.
recently begun a strength- training program a Simpsons Halloween episode where Marge But I have also loved the moments I have
to help me regain some wellness after being is kidnapped and impregnated by an alien had to learn outside of seminary, which then
plagued by health issues, which has been so was ripped off from Mary's encounter with becomes a part of who I am that can also be
worthwhile but takes up time. Once again Gabriel in the Gospel of Luke. He remains valuable as I leave this place and enter, as my
there is a stack of books waiting for me on skeptical.  dad would say, " the real world." Hey, Dad,
the shelf, from ancient Kaua' i folktales to Yet there are things I did this year, out-    what do you mean by" real world"?
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Go and Do Likewise
Calendar of events
By Laura Aase and Aimee Appell 0 Minnesota Children's Museum, 10 7th St. W.,St. Paul—
M. Div. seniors Special exhibit:" Dinosaurs: Land of Fire and Ice," through
is a nostalgic time ofyear. Many of those who are headed out on May 31.
internship or graduating start to feel the pull of" I' d better do/see/      0 Science Museum ofMinnesota, 120 Kellogg Blvd. W.,
experience that now— before I' m gone!" Minneapolis/ St. Paul is
St. Paul— On April 24, 1- 4 p.m., celebrate Amantes de la
a hub of all kinds ofgreat and unique activities. Put this next to your
Ciencia( formerly Dia de los Ninos), featuring science and
papers to write" list and see which one gets crossed off first!     
education professionals from the Twin Cities' Latino and
Eat a Jucy Lucy at Matt's Bar. At 3500 Cedar Ave. S., Minne-   Hispanic communities. Also, see the Dead Sea Scrolls exhibit
apolis, it's a regular old bar— the best kind. Regular old, affordable
or the Arabia Omnitheater film, both through Oct. 24.
prices, too. And what could be better than a burger filled with cheese?
Try the Jucy Lucy before you answer that
question.
Get to a lake! Land of 10, 0001akes! Plenty
of them are here and have great biking/walk-
ing trails around them.
Lake Como( 1. 6 miles for
walkers/ runners) 
0
Lake Phalen( 3. 1 miles for
walkers/ runners)     M 1`
Lake Harriet ( 2. 75 for
walkers/ runners)
Lake Calhoun( 3. 2 miles for walkers/
runners) This busy lakefront also rents
I' p
out canoes and kayaks, and there is
often free music at the band shell.
Visit the Walker Art Center, 1750 Hen- a
nepin Ave., Minneapolis. There are endless
things to see, including an exhibition called American Swedish Institute, 2600 Park Ave. S., Minne-
1964, which reflects the political and social upheaval of that time.   apolis— Special exhibit: " 17 Swedish Designers." It features
Plus I' d put money on the nostalgia factor. Bring your student ID the work of 17 contemporary Swedish designers, all young,
for$ 6 admission charge. Or skip that Thursday-night class and go progressive women; though May 30. Information at www.
for free from 5 to 9 p. m.   americanswedishinst.org.
See the Sculpture Garden at the Walker Art Center. It's" essen-
tially a free museum in a park," boasts the Web site. Go see the iconic
Spoonbridge and Cherry, and take your picture in front of it to take Festivals and celebrations:
with you on first call or on internship; it will just scream" Twin Cit-  In the Heart of the Beast Puppet and Mask Theatre's
ies!" at you from your refrigerator door.   annual May Day Parade, Ceremony and Festival, Sunday,
Rock the Garden( http://calendar.walkerart.org). Stick around May 2, Bloomington Ave. and Powderhorn Park. Informa-
the Walker Arts Center long enough, and you can catch a rock` n' roll tion at www.hobt.org/mayday. Please note that theparade is
show right near that sculpture garden. Tickets went on sale to the not on May Day!
general public April 27. They're$ 40, so save your pennies ifyou're a International Children's Festival, Saturday, May 1, 9 a.m.
fan of MGMT, Sharon Jones and the Dap-Kings, OK Go, or Retri-   to 4 p. m., at the Ordway Center for Performing Arts, St.bution Gospel Choir.       
Paul; www.ordway.org.
Family Events to check off your list: 
Arbor Day
Museums:       Get a free tree to plant on Arbor Day. Minnesota Forest
Gibbs Museum of Pioneer and Dakotah Life, 2097 Lar-      Industries has provided local McDonald' s restaurants with
penteur Ave. W.,Falcon Heights— Ice Cream Sunday on free red pine seedlings, to be distributed on April 30. No pur-
Mother's Day, May 9: Moms get in free with a child and get chase necessary.






Associate professor of Old Testament Root, Ph.D.: But$ 10. 50 is a little steep. I'm going for a hot dog.
with Andy Root You get a dog and a bag of chips for about$ 7.
Assistant professor of Youth and Family Ministry Rolf:This is your father' s hot dog. A Schweigert product, far supe-
rior to the Hormel dogs of the Metrodome. They come in different
simulated dialogue, in which the dialogical sign signifies sizes and prizes. But one bite of any of them will take you back
not a factual conversation but the true personalities of two like in the old days at the
strange professors and the hyper-real culinary reality of Tar-     Met, when Harmon, Tony
get Field.      and Sir Rodney graced the
RolfJacobson: Welcome to Target Field! Let's eat. And by the way,   aE'  diamond. Father, father,
congratulations— that tenure- review committee is recommending 1 Twins Way,
the chariots of Israel and its
that the faculty vote" yes" on your tenure. How` bout a Fresca, Mr. horsemen!llIntteapolis=
Scholarship Winner?       Root, Ph.D.: I' ll go get
Dr. Andrew Root, Ph.D.: Let's start with the Murray's steak WWW twinsbaseball.com us a Polish or a brat.
sandwich. Can you believe the detail in this park? Look up. They Rolf: Great, but don' t
have every detail correct, and the technology is amazing! It's like buy just any brat or Polish.
Hogwarts! The dome ceiling signifies the real weather outside. The Be sure to find one of the Kramarczuk' s stands. The renowned Hen-
sky is blue, the sun is shining! Look— there is even an image of an nepin Avenue purveyor of all things sausage makes the sausage fresh
airplane moving across the ceiling. I wonder what the resolution of every day and delivers them to the park. I think they were inspired
that screen is. Baudrillard's toes would tingle with delight— nature by Isaiah 25: 6: " a feast of rich food ... of rich food filled with mar-
is being mediated to us through a lifelike screen.  row." I don' t want to know what's in them, but they are an epicurean
Rolf.Andy, that isn't a big screen— it's the real sky. I know you delight.
have never been to an outdoor game in Minnesota, but that is the Root, Ph.D.: Oh! This Polish is the best thing I' ve ever eaten! And
sky.    for only$ 6. 50.
Root, Ph.D.: The steak sandwich is good, better than anything Rolf. The caramelized onions crown the sausages with glory, and
at the dome.  given the low-grade-stove- oil industrial nature of the mustard, they
Rolf: I' m slightly underwhelmed. The sourdough bun has a nicely are all the topping necessary. But next time, I shall pack a fine, hand-
irregular crumb, but the crust isn' t as crisp and flavorful as it should ground Dijon mustard in my pack.
be. The cheese, a rather indifferent provolone, is completely unno-       Root, Ph. D.: Check this out! There is a power outlet next to my
ticeable. The steak itself is OK, like neither warm nor cold, but the seat. I could sit here, stream the game live on my MacBook Pro, and
caramelized onions and the lovely sound of Mauer taking batting tweet about my next book. I prefer to interface with reality through
practice rescue the whole experience.       a screen.
Rolf:The Lunds and Byerly' s wild rice soup is excellent. Perfectly
cooked wild rice with carrots, onions and almonds. But the sherry
Ask the makes the broth slightly too sweet for my taste.
Magic 8 Ball
Root, Ph.D.: The Loon Cafe chili is awesome. Slightly smoky, and
the spice catches up to you. You get the heat in the aftertaste. Not the
right food for a glorious day like today, but come the World Series
Q: Will anyone take over running the
this October, the soup and chili options will be perfect.
Rolf. Stay negative! There is promise in despair! And there is
Concord next year?    
always the promise of more great things to try tomorrow. Walleye
on a stick. The Vincent Burger, which is the Twins' version of Matt's
A: It is Certain.     
Bar' s famous Jury Lucy burger. Tony O's Cuban Sandwiches, Sefior
Interested in editing? Smoke's south-of-the-border tacos and burritos.
Contact the Dean of Root, Ph. D.: And don't forget the ice cream! I likey the ice cream
Students' Office for in the little plastic helmets.
the details and Rolf: OK, but don't lick the dish this time. You're almost tenured
application process.   
now— it' s beneath my dignity.
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Letting Loose
Through the Twin Cities
By Elizabeth Flomo
M. Div. intern added to a traditional fried rice 1 E ; . It's been my experience at
combination. The clear winnertl r eo[s other Ethiopian restau-
our of us made the journey to the of the night was the curry; we rants that the staff leaves
12}   4 $$68Hiawatha and Lake area of Min-    ordered it medium spicy, and it you alone to eat and enjoyFneapolis to T' s Place, intrigued as was probably an American hot,   one another's company, so
to what Ethiopian-Asian fusion cooking so be careful about that. But it this wasn' t too different
meant. Why is the restaurant Ethiopian-    was amazing! You know that a dish is good from those situations. Overall, the price was
Asian fusion, you may ask? Tee, the owner,    when someone who otherwise would not eat very reasonable. With tip, each of us paid
spent time working and traveling with a chef broccoli and cauliflower eats it up because     $ 13 to$ 14 for food and drinks( pop). Ifyou
from Singapore. So now he makes Ethiopian,     it's covered with tantalizing curry sauce. want to experience a more lively dinner, you
Asian and fusion dishes.     There are a couple of things to keep in can wait to go until later in the evening; live
We ended up ordering three main dishes mind ifyou visit T's Place. When we arrived music starts at 10 p.m. I would visit T's Place
to share, and we had some leftovers'. We at 6 p. m. on a Friday, there were not too again but probably only if I were in the area
ordered T' s Captain' s Curry ( a coco-    many people in the restaurant. But this as there are other tasty Ethiopian restaurants
nut curry), Ethio-Asian Fried Rice (with does not mean that your food will come out closer to the seminary. I do think it would
chicken) and Lamb Tibs (chunks of lamb quickly. It took 30- 40 minutes for our food be fun to go back at night and see how lively
with onions and tomatoes). The fried rice to get out to us. Also, we had to flag down things get.











Down the Hill: Seminary life through younger eyes
The Concord asks...    
Blowingkisses
What did you learn
this year?   in church
By Chris and
z Ella Grace Johnson
M. Div. intern and daughter
1 dant s I near completion ofmy
eighth month on intern-    
Nlck Huseby, M ASertKt Aship, I have much to be 3
thankful for: a wife who puts up
with odd and erratic hours yet
continues to love and support a.... a
our calling to ministry, a daugh-
The privacy and warmth of ter who simply loves to come up during the" kid sermons," a
the downstairs bathroom in great supervising pastor who pushes me and knows my growing
Gu I lixson is the best."  edges very well and a congregation that I have come to cherish
Laura Thompsen,     and love. This time has indeed been a time of enormous personal
M.A.1M. S. W. junior and pastoral growth for me, as I'm sure it is for other interns.
That said, I interviewed my daughter, Ella Grace, to see what
her thoughts are on me being a pastor.
With homes, it`s location,
location, location. Nre Me: So, Ella, how do you like your dad being a pastor?
ttl5 grYlltlUn[ CatEtin,   Ella: I like it because I love it when he tells stories about
cOritrriunrcat ion.    Jesus.
communcatro_
Me: What's your favorite story?
R k Bfiese,
Luther Seminary presiertt Ella: Pinkalicious!
Me: No, about Jesus ...
Ella: I like the story about Zacchaeus... ( she proceeds to
Senior year is an exercise in sing the" wee little man" song)
futility."      Me: What don'tg aou like about Dad being pastor?Y
Paula Lawhead, M.Div. senior
YgcanIa:Ell t o sit b you in church.
Me: Yeah, I know... that kind of stinks.
Ella: But I get to blow kisses to you!
There' s d movie caped Me: I know! Are there times when you miss Dad? Because
The Conchords.";    some days he has to work a lot ...
Tobydufin- It Xleary,    Ella: Mm-hmm ... do you have to go to work tonight?
son of M.Div.senior Me: No, Daddy doesn't have to work tonight.
3       Brian Julin-McCleary
Ella: Good! Can we play some games now?
@@ 33
Me: You bet!
I learned about grace and that
Y'       
Being on internship certainly has its challenges and times
I' m crushed by the law.”       where I long to simply be with my family instead being at another
Michelle de Beauchamp,    meeting. I often think," What am I missing out on today?" The
M.Div. middler experience gained on internship is beyond measure— don' t get
me wrong. But I have come to see how important and vital it
is having my family with me during this time. Their support is
simply invaluable, and I appreciate their love and presence so
much more now.
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